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Inspiration for Resonance
Resonance : 

A resonant frequency is a natural frequency of vibration determined by the physical parameters of the vibrating 
object. This same basic idea of physically determined natural frequencies applies throughout physics in mechanics, 
electricity and magnetism, and even throughout the realm of modern physics.
(http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Sound/reson.html#resdef)

The resonance frequency test, 08. 07. 2019, minidom, ZKM 
material - 23 channel PCM speakers and 1channel GENELEC subwoofer

https://vimeo.com/388630911 

ZKM | Institute for Music and Acoustics Hertz - Lab 
ZKM | Zentrum für Kunst und Medien Karlsruhe 

https://vimeo.com/388630911
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Sound/reson.html#resdef
https://vimeo.com/388630911


the lowest frequency of 1-909-909-1-1

AI RESEARCH

THR resonator : 

The transcendental resonance discerns from the multivariate Gaussian distribution of the function space of Helmholtz resonator.

sphere radius 0.010000 ~ 0.002274 (m, radius, 4.4, 1.000000) = sphere

neck inside 0.002273 ~ 0.001365 (m, radius, 1.0, 0.227273) = neck inside == neck radius
neck radius 0.002273 ~ 0.001365 (m, radius, 1.0, 0.227273) = neck inside == neck radius 

neck length 0.001364 ~ 0.000228 (m, radius, 0.6, 0.136362) = neck length 
neck outside 0.000227 ~ 0.000001 (m, radius, 0.1, 0.022727) = neck outside

sphere > (neck inside == neck radius) > neck length > neck outside

4.4 :                             1.0 :                               0.6 :                  0.1      

number of cases = 1,803,039,983,424

Formula of Cavity Resonance

An air cavity will exhibit a single resonant frequency. If extra air is pushed into the 
volume and then released, the pressure will drive it out. But, acting somewhat like a 
mass on a spring which is pulled down and then released, it will overshoot and 
produce a slight vacuum in the cavity. The air will oscillate into and out of the 
container for a few cycles at a natural frequency. 

Actually the frequency depends upon the square root of these factors and also upon 
the speed of sound, as you can see in the actual calculation of the frequency.

(http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/hframe.html)

FREQUENCY = 2π
 SOUND SPEED  AREA

VOLUME x LENGTH

The modeling of THR resonator 

from 1038.277963Hz to 19813.884923Hz 
the highest frequency of 7726-909-1-1136-226, as the components of the resonator. 

The range of the resonance frequency:
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1p of 1,182p

https://vimeo.com/388933479
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Machine learning classification

GMM :

A Gaussian mixture model is a probabilistic model that assumes all the data points 
are generated from a mixture of a finite number of Gaussian distributions with 
unknown parameters.

GAUSSIAN #0 : prior (0.545282), mean (129.379, 418.448), standard deviation (38.7298, 91.9504)

GAUSSIAN #1 : prior (0.320439), mean (295.578, 346.925), standard deviation (91.4166, 89.2962)

GAUSSIAN #2 : prior (0.134279), mean (591.123, 325.449), standard deviation (138.897, 89.386)

Compiled dataset is fed into an data clustering algorithm, Gaussian Mixture Model.

openFrameworks library from @genekogan  https://github.com/genekogan/ofxGMM 
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GMM modeling test for e^ix, 21. 07. 2019

https://github.com/genekogan/ofxGMM
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Arbitrary point predicted 

openFrameworks library from @neilmendoza  https://github.com/neilmendoza/ofxNearestNeighbour

Based on the GMM probabilistic model, make a prediction the resonance of an arbitrary point. 

Nearest Neighbour algorithm:

NN is a simple algorithm that stores all the available cases and classifies the new data or case based on a 
similarity measure. It is mostly used to classifies a data point based on how its neighbours are classified.
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e^ix, 17. 10. 2019

https://github.com/neilmendoza/ofxNearestNeighbour
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“We are drowning in information while starving for wisdom” - E. O. Wilson

The countless information within enormous bounds and the extremely fast speed of changing world are not only story in a 
media but our existing world.  Based on the current consideration, how does our perception affect to our lives? Conceivably, 

our awareness be may surrounded by the massive noises. Throughout this work, we will discover the insight of our life, 
wisdom, under the noise in which the sound and its information, that’s generated by AI technology, which describes the 

advanced technology and information of the future. The title , <e^ix, it’s necessary>, indicates the arbitrary point of the cycle, 
which was borrowed from Euler’s formula. Clear perception of a arbitrary point, e^ix, supply an attitude that distinguishes the 

signal from the noise, and perhaps this might be the only way to distinguish between information and wisdom.

As electronic music composers, Taebok Cho (KR, 1984-, GRAYCODE) and Jinhee Jung (KR, 1988-, jiiiiin) have been 
collaborating in the field of sound and new media. These two artists manage various media in the form of sound, 

video, installation and sculpture through their individual work, and also have been succeeding as a collaboration, 
‘GRAYCODE, jiiiiin’. The language of their work has been boldly borrowing the methodology of physics. 

‘GRAYCODE, jiiiiin’ inherited the legacy of the German scientist Heinrich Hertz, using algorithms to interpret 
vibrations and creating their own electronic signals that can be effectively visualized. The expectation on their artwork 

connotes to a sensory experience and a higher level of quivering beyond the sampling frequency of human senses.

The notation of e^ix,  pencil drawing

GRAYCODE, jiiiiin

GARYCODE

Taebok Cho


thegraycode.com

thegraycode.com@gmail.com


-

jiiiiin


Jinhee Jung

jiiiiin.com


jiiiiin.com@gmail.com
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